<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Additional Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Dr. Rajendra Kumar          | Additional Secretary                             | (a) NIC, STQC, CCA, UIDAI, Data Governance  
(b) Cyber Security Div., ICERT -[GC-Sci.G(SU)]  
(c) E-Governance - [GC-JS(SP)]  
(d) Digital India Corporation(DIC), NeGD, BISAG(N), MyGov, NICSI, CSC  
(e) Cyber Laws Division -[GC-Sci.G(RM)]  
(f) Digital Government  
(g) Artificial Intelligence & Emerging Technology |
| Shri Amit Agrawal           | Additional Secretary                             | (a) Digital Economy [GC-EA]  
(b) Digital India Bhashini (NLTM) -[GC-EA]  
(c) DigiDhan Mission -[GC-EA]  
(d) Economic Planning Division - [GC-EA]  
(e) DIIF - [GC-JS(SP)] |
| Dr. Jaideep Kumar Mishra    | Additional Secretary                             | (a) HRD, Internet Governance, NIELIT, NIXI  
(b) R&D in Electronics, CMET -[GC-Sci.G(SV)]  
(c) R&D in IT, CDAC -[GC-Sci.G(SV)]  
(d) R&D in CC&BT (incl. WiFi, 5G, E-Infrastructure, SAMEER, ERNET India) -[GC-Sci.G(SKM)] |
| Shri Bhuvnesh Kumar         | Joint Secretary                                  | (a) Software Industry Promotion Div. and STPI  
(b) Start Ups, Innovation, IPR and Entrepreneurship  
(c) Personnel, Societies and General Administration  
(d) Raj Bhasha Section and I&DC[Library] |
| Ms. Simmi Chaudhary         | Economic Adviser                                 | (a) Digital Economy [through AS(AA)]  
(b) Digital India Bhashini (NLTM) [through AS(AA)]  
(c) DigiDhan Mission [through AS(AA)]  
(d) Economic Planning Division [through AS(AA)]  
(e) Chief Vigilance Officer(CVO) |
| Shri Amitesh Kumar Sinha    | Joint Secretary                                  | (a) Electronics Hardware, Semiconductor Fab, India Semiconductor Mission (ISM), SCL  
(b) Electronics Hardware & Semiconductor R&D  
(c) Productivity & Employment Generation  
(d) Designated Officer (u/s 69A) |
| Shri Rajesh Singh           | Joint Secretary & Financial Adviser              | (a) Integrated Finance Division |
| Shri Sushil Pal             | Joint Secretary                                  | (a) E-Governance - [through AS(RK)]  
(b) International Cooperation Division  
(c) DIIF - [through AS(AA)]  
(d) Coordination Division, SGoS, Grievances, RTI, Parliament Section |
| Shri Rakesh Maheshwari      | Scientist G                                      | (a) Cyber Laws Division -[through AS(RK)] |
| Shri S K Marwaha #          | Scientist G                                      | (a) R&D in CC&BT (incl. WiFi, 5G, E-Infrastructure, SAMEER, ERNET India) -[through AS(JM)] |
| Smt. Sunita Verma           | Scientist G                                      | (a) R&D in Electronics, CMET -[through AS(JM)]  
(b) R&D in IT, CDAC -[through AS(JM)] |
| Smt. Savita Utreja          | Scientist G                                      | (a) Cyber Security Division, ICERT -[through AS(RK)] |

* Shri S K Marwaha, Scientist-G will continue to support work related to Semiconductors and Hardware till further orders, in addition to his current responsibilities*